BRING VIDEO CONFERENCING
INTO YOUR MICROSOFT STRATEGY
Enjoy a single, consistent user experience
driven by your Microsoft investment with
OneMeeting.

JOIN, SHARE AND COLLABORATE
FROM ANYWHERE
OneMeeting from Modality Systems is a video interop
platform that allows users to join Microsoft Teams
or Skype for Business meetings from any video
conferencing system. It creates a bridge between any
device and the Microsoft cloud, making it easier for your
customers and partners to work with you in a Microsoft
world.
No more integration issues, scheduling problems and
awkward interfaces. Now everyone can join, share and
get things done, on any device, anywhere.
The hosted OneMeeting service is designed for
organisations seeking to create a single, consistent user
experience driven by Microsoft technology. It is simple
to deploy with meetings scheduled through Outlook in
the usual manner.
There is no learning curve for organisers or participants.
Everyone can join Microsoft Teams or Skype for Business
meetings with ease.
Compatible with any SIP or H323 in-room video
conference system, OneMeeting optimises existing
investments, extends the value of Office 365 licences
and reduces video conferencing support enquiries.

BUSINESS VALUE
OPTIMISE
Bring in-room video systems into everyday use to
extend the value of Microsoft 365 licence investments.

SIMPLIFY
Eliminate disjointed user experiences and make inroom video conference facilities quicker and easier to
use.

STREAMLINE
Save time and resources by reducing calls into IT
support and help desks.

INTEGRATE
Extend the Microsoft communications experience
across all devices to build an integrated future and
reduce shadow IT.

SEAMLESS COLLABORATION
OneMeeting is designed to support today’s flexible
and increasingly digital workstyles – simplifying
communications and extending collaboration across all
your devices.

Integrated, easy to manage and all based
around Microsoft technology, OneMeeting
makes anywhere collaboration a natural
part of the working day.
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HOW IT WORKS
OneMeeting brings together a hosted bridging platform for in-room video conferencing endpoints, and the
OneMeeting Outlook plugin. This creates an invite with standard joining details (i.e. client, audio, browser) and a
code for in-room conference users.
The meeting is scheduled in Outlook, and participants join in the usual way. If they choose to connect via an in-room
video conferencing system, users simply dial the unique access code.
The code is validated by the OneMeeting proxy server and users are connected into the correct Teams or Skype for
Business meeting via the hosted bridging service. There’s no need to pre-book conferencing rooms, and it all happens
in seconds. It’s quick, simple and easy to use!

KEY BENEFITS

CONVENIENCE
No need to pre-book conferencing
room facilities.

USER EXPERIENCE

SPEED & CONVENIENCE

Familiar interface and single,
consistent user experience.

Users don’t need to learn different
technologies or pre-book facilities.

AGILITY

HOSTED

OPTIMISED

Join from any device including
in-room conferencing systems.

Simplifies the hardware estate, adds scalability
and reduces demand on IT support.

Maximises video conferencing
system and Microsoft investments.
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